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	CCNP Switching Study Guide (Exam 640-504 with CD-ROM), 9780782127119 (0782127118), Sybex, 2000
Here's the book you need to prepare for Cisco's new Switching exam, 640-604. Written by Cisco internetworking experts who can help you master the skills and acquire the knowledge needed to approach the test with confidence, this Study Guide provides:
Assessment testing to focus and direct your studies In-depth coverage of official exam objectives  Hundreds of challenging practice questions, in the book and on the CD Sample simulation questions  

Authoritative coverage of all exam topics, including: Planning the campus network Connecting the switch block Designing and implementing VLAN technologies  Understanding Layer 2 switching Working with Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) Using Spanning Tree with VLANs Setting up inter-VLAN routing Using Multi-Layer Switching (MLS) Understanding multicast capabilities Configuring multicast  

Featured on the CD The enclosed CD is packed with vital preparation tools and materials, beginning with the Sybex EdgeTest testing engine for Cisco's new Switching exam, 640-604. Loaded with hundreds of practice questions, including sample simulation questions, it lets you test yourself chapter by chapter. You'll also find electronic flashcards for your PCs, Pocket PCs, and Palm handhelds, along with two practice exams that will help you prepare for the test. A fully searchable electronic copy of the book is also included.   --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.  

       About the Author


   Todd Lammle, CCNP, has more than 20 years of experience working with various LAN and WANs, and has been working on Cisco router networks since 1986. He is CEO and Chief Scientist of RouterSim, LLC, and President of GlobalNet Training, Inc. Eric Quinn, CCSI, CSS1, CCNP + Voice is an Arizona-based instructor and security consultant.     
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Introduction to Paging Systems: One-Way, Two-Way, POCSAG, ERMES, FLEX, REFLEX & INFLEXIONAlthos Publishing, 2004
If you are involved or getting involved in mobile paging technologies, systems, or messaging services, this book is for you. This book explains the different types of paging systems, how they operate, and the changes that are occurring in the paging industry. Traditional paging services have seen a world decline of over 65% in the number of...


		

Murach's SQL Server 2008 for Developers (Murach: Training & Reference)Mike Murach & Associates, 2008

	This book is designed to teach application developers all of the skills they need to use SQL to work with a Microsoft SQL Server 2008 database. But it's also a great first book for developers who are on the path to becoming a DBA.
	
		Unlike most SQL Server 2008 books, this one starts by showing you how to use SQL queries to...



		

ABC of Nutrition (ABC Series)BMJ Books, 2003

	Nutrition is one of those subjects which comes up every day in general practice—or should do—yet in most undergraduate medical schools it is crowded out by the big clinical specialities and high technology procedures. It is for subjects like nutrition that the British Medical Journal’s ABC series is extremely useful.
...




	

An Introduction to Analysis of Financial Data with RJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	
		A complete set of statistical tools for beginning financial analysts from a leading authority

	
		Written by one of the leading experts on the topic, An Introduction to Analysis of Financial Data with R explores basic concepts of visualization of financial data. Through a fundamental balance between theory and...



		

Starting and Managing a Nonprofit Organization: A Legal GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Nuts-and-bolts guidance on the laws, rules, and regulations governing the nonprofit sector—from leading nonprofit law expert, Bruce R. Hopkins


	Nonprofits must comply with stringent federal and state laws due to their special tax-exempt status; the government's ultimate threat is revocation of a nonprofit's...


		

Appreneur: Secrets to Success in the App StoreApress, 2013

	You are interested in making an app. You have read all of the stories of successful developers and appreneurs. You are determined to get a piece of the pie. The world of apps is the fastest growing market in the world today, and it is here to stay. The best part is you can get in on it! Now what if I told you that without the knowledge...
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